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Abstract

We have studied the cloud and precipitation features in the Indian summer monsoon region based on satellite microwave and infrared observations. Emphases are particularly given to the differences between stratiform and convective rains and between rains over land and over ocean. In the studied region, average rainfall rate of convective clouds is about 6 times higher than for stratiform clouds while the latter covers 4 to 5 times more area than the former. As a result, convective rains produce higher rain total than stratiform rains with a ratio of about 3:2. The difference between convective and stratiform rains is evident virtually by any satellite signatures – cloud top temperature, and microwave emission, scattering and combined signatures. Cloud top temperature appears no skill to reflect surface rainfall rates for stratiform rains while colder cloud top temperatures correspond to higher rainfall rates for convective clouds. As rainfall rate increases, microwave emission signature reaches saturation much quicker for stratiform rains than for convective rains. For convective rains, the rainfall rate – scattering signature relation shows a distinct difference between rains over land and over ocean. Corresponding to the same rainfall rate, the scattering signature over land is about twice as high as that over ocean. The mean vertical precipitation profiles showed that stratiform rains have a constant rainfall rate below freezing level and a sharp drop-off above, regardless over land or ocean. Convective rain profiles, on the other hand, often have the maximum rainfall rate below the freezing level, implying a significant growth of raindrops by warm microphysical processes, such as coalescence. It is also found that given the same surface rainfall rate, the amount of ice particles above freezing level is substantially greater for convective rains over land than over ocean, which explains the
difference of scattering signatures between rains over the two different surface types. It is also demonstrated that the sub-pixel variability of rains is largely responsible for the mismatch between plane-parallel model simulations and actual satellite observations.
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1. Introduction

Satellite remote sensing of cloud and precipitation has been playing an increasing role in weather forecasting and climate diagnostic studies (e.g., Krishnamurti et al., 2001; Rossow and Schiffer, 1991; Ramanathan and Collins, 1991). One of the most important applications of satellite remote sensing is to determine rainfall at ground and the vertical distributions of precipitation-size particles (e.g., Wilheit et al., 1994; Kummerow et al., 2000; Liu and Fu, 2001). The need to improve satellite retrieval of rainfall rate/amount has motivated the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM, Simpson et al., 1988) and the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP, Arkin and Xie, 1994). Although many studies were conducted on a broad global scale, there have been very few studies on satellite cloud and rainfall retrievals with a special focus on the Indian summer monsoon region. In this study, we attempt to comprehend the cloud and precipitation characteristics in this region through interpreting satellite received microwave and infrared radiances.

Satellite remote sensing of cloud and precipitation is based on the radiative intensities emitted or reflected by cloud and precipitating hydrometeors (Liu, 2002). For active sensing by spaceborne microwave radars, the intensity of radar returns is expressed by radar reflectivity, which measures the volume backscattering by precipitation-size hydrometeors. Radar reflectivity is approximately proportional to the sixth power of mean particle size and closely related to precipitation rate. For passive sensing in the infrared and microwave wavelengths, the radiative intensity is often expressed in terms of brightness temperature, defined by the temperature that is required to match the measured intensity to the Planck blackbody function. Brightness temperature in the infrared often
represents the physical temperature of the cloud top because most clouds are optically thick for infrared radiation. Microwave radiation, on the other hand, can penetrate through cloud and rain layers, and its intensity reflects the integrated contribution by all water drops and ice particles in the atmospheric column. In the visible spectrum, the measured radiative intensity is due to the reflection of sunlight by clouds and surface features. Although visible radiation has a deeper penetration than infrared radiation, visible reflectivity still represents only the top portion of clouds.

The current TRMM satellite receives all the radiative intensities mentioned above, which makes the TRMM observations extremely useful for viewing the same phenomenon with different “eyes”. In this study, we examine the clouds and precipitation in the Indian summer monsoon region with the multiple spectra data using a methodology that blends observational data analyses with radiative transfer model simulation. It is attempted to understand the observed signatures by comparing them with model results. Emphases are particularly given to the differences in radiative properties between stratiform and convective rains and between rains over land and over ocean. Although no attempt is made to formulate algorithms for retrieving cloud water and precipitation, the results from this study will be very helpful to guide future algorithm development. For a comprehensive review of satellite precipitation algorithms, the readers are referred to Smith et al. (1998) and Adler et al. (2001).

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 describes TRMM satellite data used in this study and the rain statistics derived using TRMM radar observations for the region and time period of study. Section 3 discusses the microwave signatures of precipitation. The observed and simulated relations between rainfall and satellite
signatures are presented in section 4. The vertical and horizontal structures of precipitation are presented in section 5. Lastly, the conclusions are summarized in section 6.

2. Satellite Data and Rain Statistics

2.1 Satellite Data

The data used for this study are from observations of the TRMM satellite, including data from the precipitation radar (PR), the TRMM microwave imager (TMI) and the visible/infrared imager (VIRS). The TRMM PR is an electronically scanning radar operating at 13.8 GHz. It scans ±17° from nadir with 49 positions, resulting in a 220-km swath width and a horizontal resolution of 4.3 km at nadir. The vertical resolution of the PR data is 250 m. The sensitivity of the radar is such that the minimum detectable signal is about 20 dBZ, which corresponds to about 0.7 mm h\(^{-1}\) in rainfall rate.

The TRMM standard 2A25 product of attenuation-corrected precipitation profiles is used for this study. The vertical profiles of rainfall rate \(R\) are calculated from the radar reflectivity \(Z\) profiles by using a Z-R relationship based on a hybrid of the Hitschfeld-Bordan method and the surface reference method (Iguchi and Meneghini, 1994). Rainfalls are classified into three types based on the vertical pattern of the profiles. A precipitation profile is classified as stratiform if the PR detects a bright band near the freezing level. If no bright band exists and any value of the attenuation-corrected radar reflectivity in the beam exceeds a predetermined value of \(\sim 39\) dBZ, the profile is classified as convective. Profiles are labeled “others” when they do not meet the definitions of either stratiform or convective rain (Awaka et al., 1998). We found that
only ~0.2% of the profiles belongs to “others” in the region and time period we analyzed. Therefore, we’ll ignore this type in this study. Due to surface reflection, radar reflectivities at the levels near the surface are contaminated, particularly for land areas (Note: the altitude used in the profiles is height above sea level). For this reason, we will use rainfall rates at 2-km altitude above sea level as “surface rainfall rate”.

The TMI is a conically scanning microwave radiometer that measures brightness temperatures at the following five frequencies: 10.7, 19.4, 21.3, 37.0 and 85.5 GHz. Dual polarizations are measured at all frequencies except for 21.3 GHz, at which only vertical polarization is observed. The TMI sampling swath width is 720 km across the earth’s surface, with individual pixel spatial resolution ranging from 39 km at 10.7 GHz to 4.4 km at 85.5 GHz. The TRMM standard product 1B11 used in this study contains the calibrated and navigated brightness temperatures. The VIRS instrument is a cross-scanning radiometer receiving radiances at the following five wavelengths: 0.63, 1.61, 3.75, 10.8, and 12.0 μm. Brightness temperatures from 10.8 μm channel of VIRS 1B01 data are used in this study to infer cloud top temperature. The VIRS scans ±45° from nadir resulting in a swath width of 720 km. Its spatial resolution is ~ 2 km at nadir.

To determine the relationships of rainfall rate versus satellite infrared and microwave radiation signatures, we generated a spatially and temporally collocated TMI and PR dataset with the resolution of TMI 19.4 GHz data (~25 km), and a collocated PR and VIRS dataset with the resolution of PR data (~5 km). To reduce spatial mismatch of these sensors caused by different viewing geometries, the collocation was conducted only for nadir pixels. The collocation between TMI and PR is described as follows, and the collocation between PR and VIRS data is conducted in a similar fashion. For a given TMI
pixel, we first select the PR pixels that have a distance between their center and the center of the TMI pixel shorter than 0.125° (latitude/longitude), which is about one-half of the footprint size of the 19.4 GHz channel. The mean rainfall rate over the TMI pixel is derived by a weighted average of observations at these selected PR pixels. The weight assigned to a selected PR pixel decreases with the distance of its center to the center of the TMI pixel following the function \( \exp(-x/2\sigma^2) \), where \( x \) is the distance and \( \sigma \) is a constant that can be determined by letting the weight reduce to one-half when \( x \) increases from 0 to 0.125°. The weights are then normalized so that the sum of the weights of all selected PR pixels is equal to unity. This collocation procedure is effectively a resampling of the PR rainfall rate at the location and resolution of the TMI 19.4 GHz pixel by using rainfall rates of the surrounding PR pixels and by assuming that the radar has a Gaussian antenna pattern. Similarly, infrared brightness temperatures from VIRS are resampled at the location and spatial resolution of PR pixel to generate a collocated PR-VIRS dataset.

2.2 Rain Statistics in the Region and Time Period of Study

Our interests of study are for the Indian monsoon region during summer monsoon months. The rainfall distribution for the period of 1 June through 30 September 1999 is shown in Fig. 1 for the region of 0° - 45°N, 45° - 145°E. The diagram is generated using monthly precipitation data from the GPCP archived by NASA (Huffman et al., 1995), which are merged product of raingauge measurements, satellite retrievals and numerical model outputs. It is seen that the Indian summer monsoon has a strong signature in the rainfall field, with the rainfall rate maximum observed near the coastal region of the Bay.
of Bangle. Our analyses in this study will focus on this rainy region as indicated by solid line box in Fig. 1, which covers 10°N to 25°N and 60°E to 100°E. We will refer this region as “monsoon region” hereafter.

The precipitation statistics derived from TRMM PR rainfall data during 1 June to 30 September 1999 for the monsoon region are given in Table 1. The classification of stratiform and convective rain types has been done by Awaka et al. (1998) as described in section 2.1. The rain type information is included in the PR 2A25 products. The area fraction is the number ratio of pixels of a specific rain type (stratiform or convective) to all pixels including raining and non-raining pixels. Similarly, the rain fraction is the ratio of rain amount generated by a specific rain type to total rain amount. On average, rains covers about 6 to 9% of the entire area with slightly larger area fraction over land than over ocean. Stratiform rain area is about 4~5 times larger than the convective rain area. However, because of the higher rainfall rate, convective clouds generate more rain amount than stratiform clouds regardless over ocean or over land. The ratio is about 3:2. The averaged rainfall rate for convections is ~9.6 mm h⁻¹ while it is only ~1.6 mm h⁻¹ for stratiform rains. Keeping these statistics in mind, we next present the microwave and infrared signatures of these rain clouds and their structures.

3. Microwave Emission and Scattering Signatures

Microwave signals measured from a satellite-borne radiometer can be generally classified into two categories based on how the microwave field interacts with the atmospheric hydrometeors: emission and scattering. To understand the microwave emission and scattering signatures, let us consider an idealized rain cloud that contains
raindrops below freezing level and ice particles above. Although accurate estimation of satellite-received radiances requires solving a radiative transfer model with the consideration of absorption and multiple scattering (e.g., Liu, 1998), the primary radiative signature may be understood by examining the following crude approximation (Liu, 2002):

\[
T_B = T_s [1 - e^{-2\tau_i} (1 - \varepsilon_s)] e^{-\tau_w},
\]

where \( T_B \) is the brightness temperature received by a radiometer on the satellite, \( T_s \) and \( \varepsilon_s \) are, respectively, the surface temperature in Kelvin and the surface emissivity, \( \tau_w \) and \( \tau_i \) are, respectively, the optical depth for the raindrops and ice particles. For simplicity, emission from atmospheric gases is ignored in (1) because our primary concern here is the signature from clouds and precipitation. However, the atmospheric gases’ emission is an important contribution to the microwave radiation, especially near water vapor and oxygen absorbing frequencies.

Depending on the frequency of the radiation received and whether the surface is land or ocean, we may further simplify (1) as shown in Table 2, in which the following assumptions are used:

1. Over land, surface emissivity is close to unity, i.e., \( \varepsilon_s \sim 1 \).

2. For low frequency microwaves, ice clouds are transparent, i.e., \( \tau_i \sim 0 \).

3. For high frequency microwaves, rain layers are opaque, i.e., \( \tau_w \rightarrow \infty \).

These assumptions are generally valid for low and middle latitude conditions. At high latitudes, particularly during winter, the rain layer becomes very shallow, or even no rain layer at all (i.e., snowfall); the last assumption then becomes invalid.
From Table 2, it becomes immediately obvious that no atmospheric information can be detected at low frequency microwaves over land. Over ocean at low frequency microwaves, the brightness temperature varies with $\tau_w$, the optical depth resulted from raindrops. The more the raindrops exist in the atmosphere, the larger the optical depth is, and in turn, the higher the brightness temperature will be. The signature reflects the intensity of the microwave emission from liquid water drops; therefore, is called emission signature. At high frequency, on the other hand, the brightness temperature varies with $\tau_i$, the optical depth resulted from ice particles. A higher concentration of ice particles leads to a greater optical depth and a lower brightness temperature. Since the decrease in satellite received radiation is caused by the scattering of ice particles, this signature at high frequency microwaves is called scattering signature.

Although brightness temperatures at low and high frequencies can be used to represent emission and scattering signatures, respectively, the relation between brightness temperature and rainfall rate or column water path often show heavily bended curves (e.g., Wilheit et al., 1977; Spencer et al., 1989; Liu and Curry, 1993); so given a value of rainfall rate or water path brightness temperature could have two corresponding values. To avoid this problem, parameters that use a function of brightness temperatures from multiple channels are defined to represent the emission and scattering signatures (Spencer et al., 1989; Petty, 1994; Liu and Curry, 1998). Here, we use the definitions of Liu and Curry (1998). The emission signature is defined by the polarization difference of brightness temperatures at a low frequency (19.4 GHz), i.e., $D = T_{BV} - T_{BH}$, where the subscripts V and H denote vertical and horizontal polarizations, respectively. From Table 2, we found that $D = \Delta\varepsilon_s T_s e^{-2\tau_w}$ over ocean, where $\Delta\varepsilon_s$ is the surface emissivity difference.
between vertical and horizontal polarizations. For clear-sky ($\tau_w=0$), $D$ is at its maximum. It then decreases as $\tau_w$ increases because the emission of water drops reduces the difference between vertical and horizontal brightness temperatures.

To represent the scattering signature we used the polarization corrected temperature (PCT) at a high frequency (85.5 GHz) as defined by Spencer et al. (1989), which is expressed by $PCT = (1 + \alpha)T_{BV} - \alpha T_{BH}$, where $\alpha$ is coefficient designed to keep values of PCT almost constant for nonprecipitating conditions. Spencer et al. (1989) used a value of 0.818, but we will use $\alpha=0.5$ for the summer monsoon region based on our earlier study (Liu and Curry, 1998). It is noted that PCT approaches to brightness temperature itself, as clouds become opaque to high frequency microwaves, so that $T_{BV}=T_{BH}$.

Figure 2 shows the relationships between $D_{19}$ and $PCT_{85}$ simulated by a radiative transfer model, where the subscripts 19 and 85 in $D$ and PCT denote frequencies in GHz. The radiative transfer model used for the calculations has been described by Liu (1998). In these calculations, we assumed a tropical standard atmosphere with the freezing level height at 5 km and an ocean surface with temperature of 300 K. Two types of rain clouds were considered: a shallow warm rain with only raindrops below freezing level and a deep-layer rain with raindrops below and ice particles above freezing level. As rainfall rate increases, $D_{19}$ decreases; but substantial decrease in $PCT_{85}$ only occurs for the deep-layer rain case since it contains ice particles. Therefore, the curvature in the $D_{19} – PCT_{85}$ relation is an indication of the relative abundance of liquid versus ice in the compositions of the rain clouds. That is, the $D_{19} – PCT_{85}$ plot for rain clouds with substantial amount of ice particles has a large curvature while the plot for rain clouds containing few ice
particles is almost flat. Bearing this in mind, let’s examine the $D_{19} – PCT_{85}$ relation observed by TRMM TMI instrument as shown in Fig.3, which are the averages of all observations during the four months from 1 June to 30 September 1999 in the monsoon region. The solid dots show the averages and the error bars show the range of $\pm \sigma$ (standard deviation).

Compared to the curves simulated by the radiative transfer model shown in Fig.2, the observed decrease of $PCT_{85}$ as $D_{19}$ decreases (Fig.3) is much more gradual than the deep-layer rain curve but steeper than the warm rain curve. For $D_{19} > 60$ K, there is unlikely a rain event, so the small variation of $D_{19}$ is largely caused by the variation of water vapor in the atmosphere. Significant decrease of $PCT_{85}$ occurs when $D_{19}$ is smaller than 45 K, which corresponds to $\sim 1$ mm h$^{-1}$ of rain according to our model simulation (Fig.2). Two factors may have contributed to the departure of the observed from the simulated $D_{19} – PCT_{85}$ relations. First, because of its large footprint (~25 km for 19.4 GHz), a satellite pixel contains a mixture of precipitation cells at various developing stages as well as rain-free areas. The effective radiation from this mixture is different from that simulated by a plane-parallel radiative transfer model. This effect will be further explained in section 5. Second, there may be substantial liquid water drops above freezing level in the observed clouds, which has a masking effect to the ice scattering signature, and leads to the decrease of $PCT_{85}$ in a lesser degree. For comparison purpose, we also plotted a similar diagram in Fig.3b for a region near Japan where frontal weather systems dominate. Comparing Fig.3a with Fig.3b, it is noticed that the $PCT_{85}$ in southern monsoon region ($10 - 25^\circ$N, $60 - 100^\circ$E) is about 20 K less than the $PCT_{85}$ in the northern frontal region ($25 - 45^\circ$N, $120 - 145^\circ$E) when $D_{19}$ approaches 0, implying a stronger ice
scattering by the monsoonal convective clouds than the frontal clouds. This stronger scattering could be a result of a greater number concentration, or a greater density of ice particles, or both.

An interesting finding from the diagrams is that the emission signature, $D_{19}$, and the scattering signature, $PCT_{85}$, are significantly correlated; the linear correlation coefficients for pixels with $D_{19}<40$ K is 0.61 for the southern monsoonal region and 0.58 for the northern frontal region. This correlation suggests that at the scale of satellite pixel a vertical column containing more raindrops is also likely to contain more ice particles aloft. While this cloud property is interesting in its own right, it is exactly this coupled nature between liquid and ice that makes it possible to estimate rainfall from microwave observations over land, where only ice scattering signatures are detectable.

### 4. Relations Between Surface Rainfall and Satellite Observations

One of the great challenges in satellite remote sensing is how to relate the satellite observed radiances to surface rainfall rate. In this section, we examine how surface rainfall rates are related to satellite observed infrared and microwave signatures using TRMM data. Again, the data used are from 1 June to 30 September 1999 in the region of $10^\circ$ to $25^\circ$N and 60 to 100$^\circ$E. We examine these relations by distinguishing whether the rain events are convective or stratiform, and whether they are over ocean or land.

#### 4.1 Infrared Signature

The brightness temperature from satellite infrared observations is a close proxy of cloud top temperature except for those very thin cirrus clouds that are optically too thin to be a blackbody in the infrared. For simplicity, in the following discussions we simply call
the thermal infrared brightness temperature “cloud top temperature”. Satellite infrared data have so far been used by many investigators for determining surface rainfall rate (e.g., Arkin and Meisner, 1987; Adler and Negri, 1988).

The relation between the infrared cloud top temperature and surface rainfall rate was derived using the collocated PR and VIRS data. Figure 4 shows the mean relation that is derived by averaging PR surface rainfall rates at each 3-K VIRS cloud top temperature bin. The numbers of pixels used in producing these figures are 8230, 34604, 8108 and 41152 for convective rain over ocean, stratiform rain over ocean, convective rain over land and stratiform rain over land, respectively. For both convective and stratiform rains, cloud top temperature may reach to about -90°C (or, ~18 km in altitude). However, the corresponding mean rainfall rates for clouds with similar top height are distinctly different for convective and stratiform rains. At the coldest cloud top, the mean rainfall rate for convective rains is ~30 mm h$^{-1}$ while it is only ~2 mm h$^{-1}$ for stratiform rains. In fact, the plot of cloud top temperature versus rainfall rate for stratiform rains is so flat that it is hardly to see any correlation between the two. Also, there is no noticeable difference in these averaged relations between clouds over ocean and over land.

Although, on average, rainfall rate increases as cloud top temperature decreases as shown in Fig.4, there is a significant variability in rainfall rates given the same cloud top temperature as demonstrated in Fig. 5, which shows the two-dimensional probability distribution of pixel occurrence. The values in the figure for drawing contours are the natural logarithm of the pixel number in a two-dimensional bin with 5-K cloud top temperature and 2-mm h$^{-1}$ rainfall rate. For stratiform rains, most of the pixels have rainfall rate under 15 mm h$^{-1}$, and the high probability area spreads widely in the cloud
top temperature space. For convective rains, the highest probability appears at the corner of low rainfall rate and high cloud top temperature. As cloud top temperature decreases, high probability area moves toward higher rainfall rates, resulting in a general trend of increasing rainfall rate with decreasing cloud top temperature. Again, there is no noticeable difference in these distributions between rains over ocean and over land.

4.2 Microwave Signatures

At the microwave frequencies, the radiances received by a satellite-borne radiometer come from the entire atmospheric column of the sensor’s field-of-view. Therefore, the relation between the microwave signature and surface rainfall rate depends on the three-dimensional structure of the rain field. In this section, we discuss how the microwave emission and scattering signatures as defined earlier are related to surface rainfall by both radiative transfer model simulations and satellite observations.

Figure 6 shows the relations between microwave signatures and surface rainfall rate based on the radiative transfer simulations described in section 3. In addition to $D_{19}$ and $PCT_{85}$ to represent the emission and scattering signatures, we define a “microwave index” ($MWINX$) to represent the combined emission and scattering signature (Liu et al., 1995):

$$MWINX = (1 - \frac{D_{19}}{D_{19}^0}) + 2 \times (1 - \frac{PCT_{85}}{PCT_{85}^0}),$$

where the superscript “0” denotes $D_{19}$ or $PCT_{85}$ at the threshold of rain onset. As discussed in Liu et al. (1995), this parameter combines both emission and scattering signatures. For emission signature (Fig.6a), there is little difference between deep-layer and warm rain cases in the $D_{19} – R$ relation; the emission signature reaches saturation ($D_{19}$ no longer decreases with increasing $R$) at ~10 mm h$^{-1}$ of rainfall rate. The scattering
signature shown in Fig.6b indicates a strong response to heavier precipitations associated with deep-layer rains, while the response of PCT\textsubscript{85} to warm rains is weak. The combined signature, MWINX, responds to both warm and deep-layer rains, although its sensitivity to rainfall decreases as rains become heavier.

Figure 7 shows the mean relations derived from the collocated TMI and PR data for the monsoon region during the period from 1 June to 30 September 1999. Again, we differentiated between stratiform and convective and between over ocean and over land rains. For one collocated TMI-PR pixel (~25 km resolution), we averaged several original PR pixels (~4.3 km resolution), and the rain type for these original PR pixels are often different. If more than half of the original PR pixels are convective, we will call the new collocated pixel “convective”, otherwise call it “stratiform”. The mean relations shown in Fig.7 are derived by averaging those rainfall rates at 3-K D\textsubscript{19}, or 5-K PCT\textsubscript{85}, or 0.1 MWINX bins. The pattern of the curves in the figure is similar to those predicted by the radiative transfer model as shown in Fig. 6, but there are significant differences in the details, particularly for the PCT\textsubscript{85} – R relation. The change of PCT\textsubscript{85} with rainfall rate derived from the observation data over ocean (Fig.7b) is close to, but more gradual (closer to linear) than the model simulated one for deep-layer rain case (Fig.6b). For convective rains, there is a noticeable difference in the PCT\textsubscript{85} – R relation between over ocean and over land. For example, at PCT\textsubscript{85}~150 K, the mean rainfall rate for over ocean clouds is ~40 mm h\textsuperscript{-1} while it is only about 20 mm h\textsuperscript{-1} for over land clouds. This may be explained by the difference in precipitation profiles between oceanic and land clouds as will be shown in section 5.
There are also significant differences between convective and stratiform rains regardless surface type. Given any microwave signature, i.e., $D_{19}$, $PCT_{85}$, or MWINX, mean rainfall rate for convective rains is always larger than for stratiform rains. In other words, for the same surface rainfall rate, microwave signatures for stratiform rains are stronger (smaller $D_{19}$, smaller $PCT_{85}$ and bigger MWINX) than those for convective rains, although stratiform rainfall rates are generally low.

What are shown in Fig. 7 are the mean relations between rainfall rate and microwave signatures. To illustrate the variability of these relations among individual pixels, the 2-dimensional probability distributions of pixel occurrence are shown in Fig. 8 for convective and in Fig. 9 for stratiform rains. The values for drawing the contours are the natural logarithm of pixel number in each 2-dimensional bin, which is 3-K by 2-mm $h^{-1}$ for $D_{19} - R$ plot, 5-K by 2-mm $h^{-1}$ for $PCT_{85} - R$ plot, and 0.1 by 2-mm $h^{-1}$ for MWINX – R plot. Again, there is a wide spread in the probability distributions, particularly for the scattering signatures, i.e., in $PCT_{85} - R$ plots. For the emission signature (Figs. 8a and 9a), the relatively narrower spread in the probability distribution reinforce the notion that emission signature is more directly related to surface rainfall rate than scattering signature. However, its insensitivity for higher rainfall rate makes it necessary to incorporate scattering signatures for rainfall retrievals. Because of the large scatter between $PCT_{85}$ and rainfall rate, the rainfall rate retrieved from scattering signatures would have a larger random error. The relation and probability distribution between MWINX and rainfall rate are also included in the Figs. 9 and 10. It is seen that MWINX provides a smooth transition from emission-dominant light rain regime to scattering-dominant heavy rain regime.
5. Structures of Rain Clouds

5.1 Vertical Profiles of Precipitation

Given the same surface rainfall rate, how are the precipitating particles (raindrops and large ice particles) distributed vertically? With the availability of the TRMM PR data, we are able to shed some light on this question. The results of mean precipitation profiles shown in Fig.10 were generated using TRMM PR 2A25 data for the monsoon region during the period from 1 June through 30 September 1999. Each profile in the figure is an average of those profiles whose rainfall rate at 2-km altitude is around (within \( \pm 1 \text{ mm h}^{-1} \)) the values shown below the curves. We divided all precipitating profiles into 4 categories by rain and surface types, i.e., convective over land, stratiform over land, convective over ocean and stratiform over ocean. The number of profiles that are used for the averaging is 343120, 1103828, 332786 and 881685, respectively, for the four categories.

From Fig.10, we may draw the following conclusions. For stratiform rains, the freezing level near 5 km separates two totally different profile patterns. Below the freezing level, rainfall rates are almost constant with height for profiles over both ocean and land, implying that raindrops experience no significant growth or evaporation. For profiles with surface rainfall rate greater than 10 mm h\(^{-1}\), downward toward surface there is a slight decrease of rainfall rate for land profiles while there is a slight increase for oceanic profiles. But these variations are far less than those seen in the convective profiles. Above the freezing level, a sharp drop off occurs in the first 1 km layer, followed by a slower variation above. This feature has been observed and explained by
previous investigators (e.g., Houze, 1993, Chapter 6). It is explained that while falling from above, ice particles grow mainly by vapor deposition at high level, which is the slowest microphysical growth mode. While they are falling near the freezing level, the ice particles may grow by deposition, riming, and more importantly, aggregation. The last process increases the particle size dramatically, which in turn sharply increases the radar reflectivity.

The convective profiles are distinctly different from the stratiform profiles, and there are significant difference between oceanic and land convective profiles. Unlike stratiform rain profiles whose rainfall rate peaks near the freezing level, the maximum rainfall rate in the convective profiles appears at a lower level. This is particularly evident for profiles over ocean, of which many profiles exhibit the highest rainfall rate at 1.5 km, the lowest level used for averaging to avoid surface contamination. If we consider that the increase of rainfall rate toward lower altitude is a result of particles’ growth while they fall, the further increase below freezing level suggests a substantial growth of precipitation by warm microphysical processes (e.g., coalescence), particularly for oceanic convections. Comparing Fig.10a with Fig.10c, it is seen that for the same surface rainfall rate the rain-layer is deeper for profiles over land than those over ocean. In other words, to produce the same surface rainfall rate, it requires a deeper convective cloud over land than over ocean. This is consistent with the difference in $PCT_{85} – R$ relation for convective rains between over ocean and land as shown in Fig. 7, in which we showed that given the same surface rainfall rate convective rains over land have a stronger scattering signature than rains over ocean. By examining Fig.10a, it is found that the layer of possible coalescence growth below freezing level is very shallow, or
nonexistence for land profiles, suggesting that the bulk of the growth of the rain occurs at higher altitudes. In fact, the pattern of the land profiles suggests that the major growth of precipitation occurs near and above freezing level. It is well known that lightning associated with convective clouds almost exclusively occurs over land areas (Zipser and Lutz, 1994). Because in-cloud electrification is an indication of supercooled water drops, it is plausible that a strong updraft exists above the freezing level in over-land convections, which sustains a substantial amount of cloud liquid water and a fast growth of precipitation near and above the freezing level. Another feature of the land convective rain profiles is the drop off of rainfall rate toward surface, which is an indication of evaporation of raindrops.

The departure of individual profiles from the mean may be presented by the standard deviation of those profiles used to calculate the mean profile. The profiles of the standard deviation are shown in Fig.11 arranged in the same fashion as the mean profiles shown in Fig.10. Because we used 2-km rainfall rate as reference to calculate mean profiles, the standard deviation at that level is the smallest. In general, heavier rains also display greater variability in terms of standard deviation. Given the same surface rainfall rate, the largest difference among profiles occurs around the freezing level at ~5 km regardless surface and rain type, reflecting that complicated microphysical processes around the melting layer. Similar to the mean values, the variability of rainfall rates above the freezing level is also larger for over land rain events than for over ocean rain events.

5.2 Horizontal Inhomogeneity of Rain Field
Comparing Fig. 6 with Fig. 7, it is noticed that the relationships between rainfall rate and microwave signatures calculated by the plane-parallel radiative transfer model have significant differences from those observed by satellite. To further illustrate the differences, we plotted in Fig. 12 the calculated and observed relations of $D_{19}$ and $PCT_{85}$ versus rainfall rate. The open and solid circles are observations, respectively, for stratiform and convective rains over ocean, which are the same as the circles in Figs. 7a and b. The light lines show the results of the plane-parallel model, which is the same as the lines in Figs. 6a and b for deep-layer rain with ice. It is seen that while they follow the observations reasonably for stratiform rains (open circles), the plane-parallel model results have noticeable departures from the observed relations from convective rains (solid circles). The departures may be explained by the sub-pixel scale variability of rain field as follows.

Assume that the brightness temperature $T_B$ can be expressed by rainfall rate $R$ as $T_B = f(R)$ for a horizontally uniform rain field (plane-parallel). Due to the strong nonlinearity of this relation (for example, Wilheit et al., 1977), generally $\bar{T}_B \neq f(\bar{R})$, where the over-bar denotes averaging over the field-of-view, if rainfall rates are not uniformly distributed within the satellite pixel. The footprint size for 19.4 GHz TMI channel is about 25 km, much greater than the scale of individual convective cells, which is on the order of a few kilometers. Therefore, the sub-pixel inhomogeneity effect will drive the actually observed $T_B$ – $R$ relation away from the one modeled under the plane-parallel assumption. The greater the sub-pixel inhomogeneity is, the further the departure will be. Because stratiform rains are generally more uniform than convective ones, the
microwave signature versus rainfall rate relations observed for stratiform rains are much
closer to the modeled results than those for convective rains (Fig. 12).

Given a sufficiently large number of samples, rainfall rates can often be
represented by a lognormal distribution (Wilheit et al., 1991):

\[
p(R) dR = \frac{1}{\sigma_R \sqrt{2\pi}} \exp \left\{ -\frac{\ln(R/R_0)^2}{2\sigma_R^2} \right\} \frac{dR}{R},
\]

where \( p(R) \) is the probability distribution function, \( R_0 \) is the mode rainfall rate and the \( \sigma_R \) is the variance of the rainfall rates. Dividing the area covered by a satellite pixel into
many smaller sub-areas and assuming that rainfall rates from these sub-areas follow the
lognormal distribution, we may calculate \( T_B \)s for each sub-area using the plane-
parallel model and then average \( T_B \)s of all sub-areas to find \( \bar{T}_B \). Also, the averaged
rainfall rate of the pixel may be calculated by \( \bar{R} = R_0 \exp(\sigma_R^2 / 2) \). Using the field-of-view averaged brightness temperature and rainfall rate, we may generate the relations of \( D_{19} \)
versus \( \bar{R} \) and \( PCT_{85} \) versus \( \bar{R} \) to compare them with observations. The relations so produced were also shown in Fig. 12 by dark curves. It is seen that with the inclusion of
the sub-pixel variability of the rain field, the results generated by the radiative transfer
model are much closer to observations for convective rains. Therefore, we may conclude
that, for convective rains, the horizontal inhomogeneity of the rainfall field has played the
vital role in determining the relations between microwave signatures and rainfall rate.

In deriving the field-of-view averaged relations shown in Fig. 12, we needed to
specify the variance \( \sigma_R \) in Eq.(3). Unfortunately, there is no observational data to derive
it for the monsoon region focused in this study. Instead, we used a parameterization based
on 4-month surface radar data from the Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere Coupled
Ocean Atmosphere Response Experiment (TOGA COARE). This dataset contains hourly rain maps with a 2 km by 2 km resolution (Short et al., 1997). The variance so derived for a 24 km spatial scale (similar to TMI 19.4 GHz pixel size) can be written as

\[
\sigma_r = 1.1 + 8.9 \times 10^{-2} r + 1.6 \times 10^{-2} r^2 + 5.7 \times 10^{-3} r^3 - 3.1 \times 10^{-3} r^4 ,
\]

where \( r = \ln(R_0) \). Although the variance used here is derived from another region, Fig. 12 shows that the difference between plane-parallel model results and actual observations can be reasonably explained by the sub-pixel variability of rain field.

6. Conclusions

The purpose of this study has been to identify the cloud and precipitation features in the Indian summer monsoon region based on satellite microwave and infrared observations. The methodology consists of a mixture of observational data analyses and radiative transfer model simulation, whereas it is attempted to understand the observed signatures by comparing them with model results. Emphases are particularly put on the differences between stratiform and convective rains and between rains over land and over ocean.

On average, rains cover 6 to 9% percent of the analyzed Indian summer monsoon area with a slight higher rain area fraction over land than over ocean, although the mean rainfall rate over the two surface types are essentially the same. Mean convective rainfall rate is about 6 times higher than mean stratiform rainfall rate while the latter covers 4 to 5 times more area than the former. As a results, convective rains produce high rain total than stratiform rains with a ratio of about 3:2. Over oceanic areas, we were able to examine the relations between microwave emission and scattering signatures. The former
reflects the amount of liquid and the latter reflects the amount of ice water in an atmospheric column. It is found that there is a significant correlation between the two signatures, implying that liquid water (mostly below freezing level) and ice water amounts generally increase or decrease in a coherent fashion over a scale of the satellite footprint. This finding, on one hand, underscores the importance of cloud ice in producing surface rainfall, on the other hand, lays the physical ground for determining surface rainfall using microwave scattering signatures, which is the only measurable signature over land areas from microwave measurements.

The relations between rainfall rate and satellite observed radiative signatures have been examined using data measured by TRMM satellite. The difference between convective and stratiform rains in these relations is evident virtually by any measures – cloud top temperature, microwave emission, scattering and combined signatures. Stratiform rains are generally weaker than convective ones although their cloud tops may reach a comparable height. Cloud top temperature (or height) appears no skill to reflect surface rainfall rates for stratiform rains while colder cloud top temperatures tend to correspond to higher rainfall rates for convective clouds. As rainfall rate increases, microwave emission signature reaches saturation (i.e., $D_{19-0}$) much quicker for stratiform rains than for convective rains. Again, similar to cloud top temperature, the skill for relating scattering signature to surface rainfall rate is minimal for stratiform rains while stronger scattering signatures (smaller $PCT_{85}$) clearly tend to correspond to higher rainfall rates for convective rains. Additionally, the rainfall rate – scattering signature relation shows a distinct difference between convective rains over land and over ocean.
Corresponding the same rainfall rate, the scattering signature over land is about twice as high as that over ocean.

The aforementioned differences arise because of the different vertical and horizontal structures among rains of different types. The mean vertical precipitation profiles generated from TRMM radar showed that stratiform rains have a relatively simpler pattern with a constant rainfall rate below freezing level and a sharp drop-off above, regardless over land or ocean. Convective rain profiles, on the other hand, often have the maximum rainfall rate below the freezing level, implying a significant growth of raindrops by warm microphysical processes, such as coalescence. Because of the difference in precipitation profiles, given the same surface rainfall rate there is usually less integrated liquid water in the atmospheric column for convective than for stratiform rains, resulting in a weaker emission signature (i.e., bigger $D_{19}$, see Fig.7a) for convective rains. It is also found that given the same surface rainfall rate, the amount of ice particles above freezing level is substantially greater for convective rains over land than over ocean, which explains the difference of scattering signatures between rains over the two different surface types. Horizontal inhomogeneity of rain field also plays an important role in determining the relations between surface rainfall rate and satellite received microwave signatures. Due to the sub-pixel variability of rains, the results of plane-parallel models differ from actual observations. Using a variance model derived from surface radar observations during TOGA COARE, we demonstrated that the model results were able to match the observations qualitatively by including the sub-pixel variability.
Important lessons may be learned from the examination of the satellite signatures, particularly the microwave signatures. The characteristics of rain clouds revealed from this study are not only useful to understand the nature of precipitation process, but also helpful in future development of satellite cloud and precipitation retrieval algorithms. Both are important for documenting and forecasting monsoon weather and monsoon events.
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Table 1. Statistics of Precipitation in the Monsoon Region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ocean</th>
<th>Land</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Convective</td>
<td>Stratiform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area Fraction</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rain Fraction</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Rainrate</td>
<td>9.5 mm h(^{-1})</td>
<td>1.6 mm h(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Simplified form of the right-hand side of Eq. (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Over Land ((\epsilon_s\sim1))</th>
<th>Over Ocean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Frequency</td>
<td>(T_s)</td>
<td>(T_s<a href="1-%5Cepsilon_s">1-e^{-z_u}</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Frequency</td>
<td>(T_s e^{-z_s})</td>
<td>(T_s e^{-z_s})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIGURE CAPTIONS:

Fig. 1  Mean rainfall rate (mm day$^{-1}$) during 1 June to 30 September 1999 produced using GPCP data. The region focused by this study is indicated by the box.

Fig. 2  Relation between microwave emission ($D_{19}$) and scattering signatures ($PCT_{85}$) as simulated by a radiative transfer model. A warm rain case (open circles) and a deep-layer rain case (solid circles) are presented. The corresponding surface rainfall rates are indicated by numbers aside the points.

Fig. 3 Averaged relation between microwave emission ($D_{19}$) and scattering signatures ($PCT_{85}$) as observed by TMI for (a) the Indian summer monsoon region and (b) the Japan frontal region during the period of 1 June through 30 September 1999. The error bars indicate plus or minus one standard deviation.

Fig. 4 VIRS cloud top temperature versus TRMM PR near-surface (2-km altitude) rainfall rate for rains over (a) ocean and (b) land areas averaged in the Indian summer monsoon area during 1 June through 30 September 1999. Note that the relations are very different between convective and stratiform rains.

Fig. 5 Probability distribution of raining pixels in cloud top temperature and rainfall rate space for (a) convective rain over ocean, (b) stratiform rain over ocean, (c) convective rain over land and (d) stratiform rain over land.

Fig. 6 Radiative transfer model simulations of rainfall rate versus (a) microwave emission ($D_{19}$), (b) microwave scattering ($PCT_{85}$) and (c) combined emission and scattering (MWINX) signatures. Dotted and solid lines respectively present the warm and the deep-layer rain cases.
Fig. 7 Observed relations of rainfall rate versus (a) microwave emission (D_{19}) over ocean, (b) microwave scattering (PCT_{85}) over ocean, (c) combined emission and scattering (MWINX) over ocean and (d) microwave scattering (PCT_{85}) over land. Data are for the Indian summer monsoon region during 1 June through 30 September 1999. Note that the relations are very different between stratiform and convective rains, and between convective rains over land and over ocean.

Fig. 8 Probability distribution of convective rain pixels in the space of (a) D_{19} and rainfall rate over ocean, (b) PCT_{85} and rainfall rate over ocean, (c) MWINX and rainfall rate over ocean, and (d) PCT_{85} and rainfall rate over land.

Fig. 9 Same as Fig. 8 except for stratiform rain pixels.

Fig. 10 Mean precipitation profiles produced using TRMM PR data. (a) convective rains over land, (b) stratiform rains over land, (c) convective rains over ocean, and (d) stratiform rains over ocean. Data are for the Indian summer monsoon region during 1 June through 30 September 1999. Note that there are significant differences between stratiform and convective rains, and between convective rains over land and over ocean.

Fig. 11 The profiles of standard deviation of precipitation for (a) convective rains over land, (b) stratiform rains over land, (c) convective rains over ocean, and (d) stratiform rains over ocean.

Fig. 12 Comparison between model simulation and satellite observation for (a) D_{19} versus rainfall rate over ocean and (b) PCT_{85} versus rainfall rate over ocean. Solid and open circles are observations. Light lines are plane-parallel model results and dark lines are model results with inclusion of sub-pixel inhomogeneity of rain field.
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